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Abstract

Tools
§ Hardware: Hack RF One [1]
§ Software: LTE Cell Scanner and Tracker [2]

Figure 2. HackRF One [1]

Passive Attacks

Results
We sniffed the radio interface and
intercepted parameters of a commercial mobile network in the Trondheim
NTNU campus area:
§ Figure 3 shows an example of cell
search on a given frequency, listing
cells that correspond to commercial
eNodeBs in the area

Figure 3. Commercial LTE Cells

§ Figure 4 shows a successfully decoded
SIB1
(System
Information
Block
1) message. Notice the network identification parameters MCC (Mobile Country
Code) and MNC (Mobile Network Code),
the location area identifier and the cell
identity. The cell is not barred and allows
intra frequency reselection

Open source software running on SDR (Software
Defined Radio) devices now allow building a fullfledged mobile network at low cost. These novel
tools open up for exciting possibilities to analyse
and verify by experiments the behaviour of existing
and emerging mobile networks in new lab
environments, for instance at universities. We use
SDR equipment and open source software to
analyse the feasibility of disclosing private
information that is sent over the LTE access
network. We verify by experiments that identity
information can be obtained both passively, by
listening on the radio link, and actively, by running
considerable low detectable rogue base stations to
impersonate the commercial network. Moreover,
we implement a downgrade attack (to non-LTE
networks) with minimal changes to the open source
software.

Motivation & Contribution
§ Disclosure of sensitive information in
mobile networks has important consequences for both the privacy of subscribers and the security of commercial
services
§ New tools have opened up the possibility
to analyse by experiment the behaviour
of all generations of cellular networks
§ We investigate, by experiment, information disclosure in LTE in 2 scenarios:
passive attacks and active attacks

General setup: computers running open
source software, attached with SDR
(Software Defined Radio) devices and
antennas

Figure 4. Real capture of SIB1 (fragment)

§ Computers: Intel NUC D54250WYK (i5-4250U
CPU@1.30GHz) andLenovo ThinkPad T460s (i76600U CPU@ 2,30GHz), running 64-bit
Kubuntu 14.04 kernel v.3.19.0-61-low latency
§ Handsets: Nexus 5 (Android v6.0.1) and Nexus
5X (Android v7.0)

§ Figure 5 shows a successfully decoded
SIB5
(System
Information
Block
5) message. Notice the frequencies used
in the area and their associated priorities

§ Hardware: USRP B200 mini [3]
§ Software: Open Air Interface (OAI) [4]

Figure 6. B200mini [3]

Results
We built an IMSI Catcher that collects
subscribers’ identifiers (IMSI) in the area of
NTNU and then makes the phone reconnect
to the commercial network in 2 ways:
§ Figure 7 exemplifies an Identity Response message (displayed in Wireshark)
that contains the IMSI as a response of an
Identity Request (based on our
previous results in [5])

Figure 7. IMSI Capture

Figure 8. Trigger reconnection to commercial network

§ Figures 8 and 9 show the EMM
causes that trigger reconnection
to the commercial network,
respectively downgrade to non4G services (downgrade attack).
To obtain the results, we
performed minimal changes in
the OAI source code.

Figure 9. Trigger downgrade to non-LTE services
in the commercial network

Figure 1. Experimental Architecture using SDR

§ Figure 10 exemplifies an IMEI request,
followed by the Attach Reject
message. There is no Identity Response message, so both devices that we
tested proved to be standard compliant
(they do not disclose the IMEI)
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Acronyms
EMM: EPS Mobility Management
EPS: Evolved Packet System
LTE: Long Term Evolution

IMSI: International Mobile Subscriber Identity
IMEI: International Mobile Equipment Identifier
MCC: Mobile Country Code

MNC: Mobile Network Code
OAI: Open Air Interface
SIB: System Information Block
SDR: Software Defined Radio
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